As the extension of our previous work, calculations have been made of the evolution of a population II star after the formation of a carbon core. We start from a stage when the star has an inactive hydrogen shell-source, a helium-burning shell-source and a partiallydegenerate isothermal carbon core. The luminosity due to shell helium-burning attains a maximum value, 1.6 X 103Le, when the core mass grows to 0.47 !vf0. After this stage, helium-burning decays rapidly while the hydrogen shell-source becomes active.
As the extension of our previous work, calculations have been made of the evolution of a population II star after the formation of a carbon core. We start from a stage when the star has an inactive hydrogen shell-source, a helium-burning shell-source and a partiallydegenerate isothermal carbon core. The luminosity due to shell helium-burning attains a maximum value, 1.6 X 103Le, when the core mass grows to 0.47 !vf0. After this stage, helium-burning decays rapidly while the hydrogen shell-source becomes active.
In the next phase the mass of the helium zone grows through shell hydrogen-burning and the inner layers of the helium zone begin to be degenerate. The gravitational contractio~ of the helium zone gives rise to the heating of the helium shell-source, until the second helium flash sets in at the degenerate shell when the mass interior to the hydrogen shellsource becomes 0.61 Me.
The subsequent evolution is, in general, the repetition of the preceding phases. The third helium flash sets in when the mass interior to the hydrogen shell-source becomes about 0.7 Me and the luminosity is about 8X10 3 LCOJ. § 1. Introduction and summary
On the evolution of a population II star in globular clusters, it is well known that, when a degenerate helium core is formed in the central region, the star becomes a red giant, and that, with the growth of the helium core by shell hydrogen-burning, the luminosity as well as the central temperature increases gradually. 1 
>'
2 >' 3 > Eventually, the thermal runaway of the 3a-reactions (helium flash) takes place in the central region where electrons are highly degenerate, as has been shown by Schwarzschild arid Harm. 4 
5 )
The helium flash terminates when the helium core becomes nondegenerate. , In our previous paper 6 ) (hereafter to be referred to as HHS) it has been shown that the critical mass of the helium core for the onset of the helium flash is nearly independent of the stellar mass but depends only on the original chemical composition (especially on the helium content) of the star which has been retained in the envelope. For the typical composition of population I stars, the critical mass is about 0.42 Me, while for the population II composition with the helium content, Y = 0.10, it is about 0.53 Me. If the energy loss by neutrino emission is taken into account, the above mass will be somewhat increased. The effect of the neutrino loss on the evolution will be discussed 1n § 8 (c).
It is important for the study of the subsequent stages of evolution whether the mixing of the chemical composition takes place during the helium :flash. Recently, Harm and Schwarzschild 7 l and Sugimoto 8 l have shown that a convective core grows at the center but it is not extensive enough to reach the hydrogen riqh envelope. The other possibility of mixing due to a rapid change of the stellar structure is not clear, but it may not be large enough to alter the distribution of the chemical composition appreciably.
Under the assumption that the star has not experienced the mixing during the helium :flash, calculations have been made in HHS of the subsequent evolutionary· phases (i.e. a phase of core helium-burning and a phase of shell heliumburning after the formation of a carbon-oxygen core) for a population II star of 0.7 M 0 . The mass 0.7 M 0 has been chosen so as to explain the blue end of the horizontal branch of the globular cluster M 5. The evolution has been followed in HHS until the mass of the carbon core becomes 0.48 M 0 and shell helium-burning begins to be inactive. As the continuation of the work described above, we have calculated in this paper the further advanced phases of evolution until the mass of the carbon core grows to as large as 0.7 M 0 .
We have found that, throughout these phases of evolution, shell helium-burning and shell hydrogen-burning take place alternately and the mass of the intermediate helium zone repeats its growth and reduction as shown in Fig. 1 . The onset of helium-burning takes place simplified approximations have been made in order to clarify the complicated behaviors of the evolution as stated above. For instance, without going into the details of the structure of the hydrogen-rich envelope, only the boundary values at the hydrogen shell-source have been used as shown in § § 2 (f) and 2 (g). Further, for the early stages of the evolution we have first studied in § 3 the structure of a star which has no hydrogen envelope (i.e. a star which was originally made of pure helium) and then in § 4 the envelope. has been attached to it. The validity of this approximation lies in the fact that the pressure of the envelope hardly affects flash, where LHe, LH and Lcorc are the luminosities due to helium-burning, to hydrogen-burning and to the release of thermal energy in the carbon core, respectively. 3 the structure of the carbon core since the pressure . in the envelope is far smaller than that in the core. The results in the present paper are summarized briefly in Table I and  illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 together with the results in HHS. The hydrogen and helium shell-sources are denoted by the subscripts 1 and 2, respectively. The starting-point of the calculations is the stage c when the mass of the helium zone becomes so small that the luminosity LHe due to shell heliumburning attains its maximum value. The hydrogen shell-source is completely inactive in this stage.
In stages from c to d in Table I and Fig. 3 , both T 2 and LHe decreases with time and this is followed by the contraction of the star which gives rise to the heating and finally the ignition of the hydrogen shell-source. In determining the structure of the helium zone and the value of Tb the outflow Lcore of heat energy from the carbon core can no longer be neglected. In stage d, the magnitudes of burning) become comparable as shown in Fig. 2 .
LHe and LH (the luminosity due to hydrogenand the total luminosity takes a minimum value, 
3.4 Table I . The dashed curves illustrate the final phase of the shrinking hydrogen envelope for the stellar masses, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5 and 0.4 Me.
In the stages from d to f2, LH increases steadily with the growth of M 1 while the helium shell-source becomes soon inactive and even becomes degenerate. The stages in which the helium zone is partially degenerate have been treated in § 5. As LH increases with time, the helium region is compressed more and more rapidly by the addition of new material into this region. The compression gives rise to the heating of the helium shell-source, and finally a helium flash takes place at this shell in stage f2 as studied in § 6. This second flash is not so violent as the first :flash which occurred at the· center where electrons are more highly degenerate. The details of the evolution until the onset of the second flash are tabulated in Table III . After the termination of the shell flash, the phase of mild helium-burning in the shell begins in stage e. The subsequent evolution, as studied in § 7, is qualitatively the repetition of a series of the preceding phases. Namely, in stage g in Fig. 3 the luminosity attains again a maximum value and helium-burning begins to decay. Then, shell hydrogen-burning becomes active again slightly before stage h of a minimum luminosity, and the growth of M1 finally leads to the third helium :Cash in stage fa.
In § 8 (a) we have shown that the outer convection zone of the star is not so deep as to reach the hydrogen shell-source. Further, in § 8 (b) we have made the estimation of the relativistic effect in the equation of state of the highly dense gas on the evolution described above.
It is to be particularly noticed that the results in this paper are almost independent of the total stellar mass so long as it is smaller than one solar mass, so that the star experienced the first helium flash and the change in M1 in the phase of core helium-burning was negligible. This is due to the fact that the mass of the hydrogen envelope hardly affects the structure of its inner region, unless it is smaller than about 4 percent of the total mass. The envelope of such a small mass can no longer be extensive and cannot keep the temperature at its inner boundary high enough to burn hydrogen. Thus, if the stellar mass is, for example, less than 0.7 M 0 , the envelope begins to shrink at a certain stage before the third helium flash as studied in § 8 (b) . The star then evolves to the left in the HR diagram, as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 3 . Finally, it will become a white dwarf through the stages of a hot· subdwarf. Finally, it is remarked that the evolution of a population I star of small mass (say, about one solar mass or less) will not be different appreciably from the results in this paper. § 2. Notations and approximations
a) Notations
We have used the same notations as in HHS if not otherwise stated. The subscript 1 indicates the hydrogen shell-source, 2 ·the helium shell-source and c the center. The letter e or i is added to indicate the external or internal side of an interface.
b) Chemical composition
The outer envelope retains the initial chemical composition, 
c) Absorption coefficient
The electron-scattering opacity is used throughout the regwns where electrons are nondegenerate. In the partially-degenerate helium region in § 5, however, the contributions of the electron conduction, the electron scattering and the free-free transitions are all taken into account using Eqs. (3A · 38), (3A·47) and (3A·45) (with the Gaunt factor put equal to unity) in HHS, respectively.
d) Energy generation
The rates of energy generation by hydrogen-burning and helium-burning are given by Eqs. (2B ·12) and (2C · 4) in HHS, respectively. These expres-swns are written in the form c 0 pkTs in relevent ranges of the temperature.
e) Carbon-Oxygen core
The ion pressure is neglected as compared with the electron pressure. The core is treated as isothermal because the pressure is almost independent of the temperature in the inner regions of the core where electrons are highly degenerate. Further, the relativistic effect on the equation of state is neglected but this effect will be discussed in § 8 (b).
f) Hydrogen shell-source
As was shown in HHS, unless the mass of the hydrogen envelope is extremely small (say, less than about 4 percent of the total mass), the hydrogen shell-source (either active or inactive) is characterized by the simple condition Further, as shown by Eqs. (4A·6) and (6D·5) in HHS, the physical quantities at the hydrogen shell-source are all determined by M1, L1i = L-LH and uli (or rl) according to
where L is the stellar luminosity, LH is the energy gen~ration 1n the shell and s is the exponent of T in the energy generation formula. Thus, Eqs. (2 · 3) and (2 · 4) can be regarded as the boundary conditions for a region interior to the hydrogen shell-source. Namely, the solutions of this region are specified by the three parameters, M1, Lli and r1, just in the same way as the envelope solutions are specified by M, L and R.
g) Surface condition and outer convection zone
Throughout the evolutionary phases studied In this paper, the star has a condensed core and an extremely extended envelope. The envelope has an outer convection zone which is sufficiently deep but not so deep as to reach the hydrogen shell-source (see § 8 (a)). The structure of this hydrogen envelope has not been worked out in detail, but the existence of this envelope has been replaced by the conditions (2 · 3) and (2 · 4). The evolutionary track of the star in the HR diagram lies in a narrow band along the curve determined by the surface condition as was shown in § 4E of HHS. § 3. Decay of shell helium-burning in a star with no hydrogen envelope
As preparation for § 4 in which the attachment of a hydrogen envelope will be made, we shall study in this section the evolution of a star of small mass (M;S0.6 Me), which was originally made of pure helium and which is now composed of a helium envelope, a helium-burning shell and a carbon core.
Previously, the evolution has been studied in HHS for a star of 0.53 Me until the fraction of the core mass, M 2 /M, becomes 0.71. Now, the later stages (M 2 / M>0.9) of this star will be calculated here, but in general discussions, the stellar mass M will not necessarily be fixed to 0.53 Me. The radiation pressure is neglected throughout this and the next sections.
In general, the energy flow in the helium envelope is given by
where LHe is the energy generation by helium-burning, and Lcore is the release of gravitational energy' in the core which will become important after heliumburning begins to decay. The release of gravitational energy in the envelope has been neglected because of its small mass as compar.ed with that of the core. The solutions of the nondegenerate envelope and of the partially-degenerate isothermal core were described in § § 4B and 4C of HHS, respectively. The fittings of these two solutions have been made in the U-V plane (the mass M is not specified for the time being). For a given value of M2/M, the fitting point lies on a curve in the U2e-V2e plane (see Fig. 5 ) and its position is determined by the value of CE (a parameter which specifies the envelope solution). Thus, if both M 2 /M and CE are given, the U-V curve of the star and also all the non-dimensional variables in the core and in the envelope are determined.
For the above fitting solution, we have relations (4B·15) and (4C·32) in HHS, i.e. Table II . The evolutionary track in the HR diagram is shown in Fig. 6 , together with the results in HHS for the preceding stages. Finally, the star will evolve toward a completely degenerate configuration of radius 0.015 Rev which is represented by the dashed line in Fig. 6 . § 4. Decay of helium-burning and ignition of hydrogen-burning in a star with hydrogen envelope
In this 1n § 3, we section, by the attachment of a hydrogen envelope to the star studied shall obtain a series of evolutionary stages of a population II star, which correspond to the stages in Table  II . The study of this phase of evolution is the elaboration and extension of our previous work ( § 7D in HHS) for a star of 0.7 Mev. The change in the structure of the carbon core caused by the attachment of the envelope can be neglected, since the pressure at the inner boundary of the envelope is far smaller than the pressure in the core. However, the outer layers of the helium region are deformed with the change of the U-V curve, as illustrated in Fig. 7 , from the curve a which tends to the surface into the curve b which reaches the hydrogen shell-source. The U-V curve of the helium region which starts outward from a fixed point, U2e and V2e, is specified by one parameter, W 2 e= ( -dlog T/dlog r) 2 e, and the curve b corresponds to a slightly smaller value of W 2 e than the curve a. Now, putting . The approximations in formulae (4·3) and (4·4) are good for the evolutionary stages under consideration, in which the mass of the helium region is much smaller than that of the carbon core. For example, the error q' -q is at most 0.003 for stage 5 in Table III . Now, the solution b has to satisfy the boundary conditions (2 · 3) and (2 · 4) at the hydrogen shell-source, where M1 is 0.53 Mev and Lli is given by the value of L in Table II 
(2·4).
The results obtained in the above way are given as stages from 1 to 5 in Table III . It is found that, as the mass of the helium zone decreases, shell helium-burning decays rapidly while the temperature of the hydrogen shell-source rises gradually and eventually hydrogen-burning becomes active again. The stellar luminosity first decreases, then reaches a minimum value in stage 3 and, after the minimum, increases again as shown in Fig. 2 .
The evolution after stage 5 in Table III will be studied in the next section since we cannot apply the same pro~edure for the reasons: (1) Electrons become degenerate in the inner layers of the helium zone, (2) the mass of the helium zone g~ows by shell hydrogen-burning so that the approximate formulae ( 4 · 3) and ( 4 · 4) are no more applicable, and (3) the release of gravitational energy in the helium zone cannot be neglected when this region is compressed by the growth of its mass. § 5. Phase of shell hydrogen-burning before the second helium flash
We shall study in this section the phase of evolution in which the mass of the helium zone grows by shell hydrogen-burning. The helium shell-source has already become inactive (LHe = 0) so that the mass of the carbon core is taken to be constant ( = 0.501 Mev). With the growth of the helium zone, the luminosity LH due to hydrogen-burning will increase and the release of gravitational energy in the helium zone will become important in determining the temperature gradient in this region. Further, the degeneracy of electrons will proceed in the inner layers of the helium zone. In the following, first the equation of state and the release of gravitational energy in the helium zone will be studied in subsections (a) and (b), and then the structure and evolution will be determined in subsection (c) .
a) Approximate formula for the equation of state
In terms of the Fermi-Dirac functions, the density and the gas pressure are g1ven by (cf. § 3A in HHS) 4 1 0 for r<2.4.
The form of Eq. (5 · 5) has been chosen in such a way that it coincides with the exact relation in the limiting cases both of non-degeneracy (</J =-oo) and of strong degeneracy (</J = + oo). The error in the value of log F introduced by the above approximation is at most 5 X 10-4 in the whole range of ¢.
b) Release of gravitational energy
The temperature gradient in the helium zone and 1n the carbon core IS determined by the outflow of radiation Ln according to
where cg IS the rate of the release of gravitational energy, 
where EH is the energy release per unit mass for the conversiOn of hydrogen into helium. Then, under the condition that Mr does not vary, i.e.
(5·12) the variation of s(q, M1) in the time interval L1t IS expressed In the form is the variation at the time considered which corresponds to the motion of a given material element along the U-V curve from the point of Mr to the point of M1 (1-L1M1/ M1) .
In other words, it corresponds to a kind of homologous transformation in which the mass interior to the point 1 increases by L1M1 while the U-V curve as well as its end point 1 is kept unchanged. In this sense we shall call Js< 1 ) the " history independent term ", while Js< 2 ) is history dependent since it arises from the displacement of the U-V curve itself.
It is to be noticed that a The value of Lls is particularly large, as shown in Fig. 8 , in the regions near the hydrogen shell-source where the compression of the material is large. In these regions Js< 
LH
MrT ds
·where for simplicity we have used the notation of the ordinary differentiation.
According to Eq. ( 3A · 14) in HHS, the differential T ds in Eq. ( 5 · 17) is expressed in the form
Tds=-3-p2f3d(~) +3plf3d( Pr).
The advantage of using the history independent term c/ In particular, when Lr is small in the carbon core and the change in TMr in the helium zone is very small, as. is the actual case, Eq. (5 ·19) is approximated by
Lr< 1 ) = (LHMr/EHXM1) T(s-s2),
where s2 is the entropy at the helium shell-source. c) Calculations of the structure and e'l-'Olution (5 ·20)
As described above, Lr in Eq. (5 · 8) depends, in general, on the history of evolution. Howeyer, instead of pursuing the changes in the stellar structure step by step, we have employed in this section a simple method of calculation : First an approximate structure at each stage is obtained using only the history independent term c/) and then a correction is made to it by using the value of c/ 2 ) which is derived from the approximate solutions for the neighbo~ing stages. The ground of this procedure lies in that the temperature gradient in the helium zone is so small that the structure of this region (the distributions of P, p and Mr but not of T) is described well by an isothermal solution.
First, the relative distribution of KLr/ Mr in Eq. (5 · 8) has been put in the form (which was found by preliminary calculations) 
20~--~--~--~-----,---,
log Tz= · (5 ·10), in which the contribution of Sg in the carbon core is also taken into account. Then, the temperature distribution has been recalculated in the same way as described in the previous paragraph, and the final corrected solution has been obtained. The correction of the value of T2 is as small as 5 percent.
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The final results are given in Table III from stages 6 to 9. The temperature of the helium sh~ll-source rises gradually and, if the 3a-reaction is taken into account, the helium flash takes place slightly after stage 8 as will be shown in the next section.
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LrjC, logT/T;" Finally, In order to check the accuracy of the results, the integration of the basic equations has been performed outward, starting from the point 2e and using the distribution of Lr found above. The results show that the errors in the quantities at the point 1i are very small, for instance, Ll log fJ1 = Lllog r1 = Lllog PH <0.01 In stage 8 of Table III . the thermal runaway of the degenerate shell-source.
Calculations will be made along the line of HHS ( § 6E · 3). The evolutionary sequence of solutions, which have been obtained in § 5 without taking account of helium-burning, are regarded as the unperturbed solutions, and then the deviations from them will be calculated. In what follows the deviation will be denoted by Ll. Further, we shall confine ourselves to the early phase of the helium flash, in which the temperature of the degenerate matter rises rapidly but degeneracy still remains so that the change of the density can be neglected, i.e. Lip= 0. Now, we consider a region in which most (say, 90 percent) of LHe is generated. The outer boundary of this region will be indicated by the subscript a. From the energy conservation in this region and the core, we have
where LILa is the excess of the radiation flow Lr at the point a. The distributions of eg, LHeand L1Lr are shown schematically in Fig. 11 . The second term
In the left-hand side of Eq. (6 ·1) can be approximated by (M~-M2) (Lieg)2. where r; is a constant which expresses the blanketing effect of the helium zone on the radiation flow and it will take some value between 1 (hard blanketing) and 0.1 (soft blanketing). Then, from Eqs. (6·2) and (6·3) we have
where (6·5) is the mean energy flow in the helium zone, which is determined by the unperturbed solution alone.
Since the radiation pressure can be neglected and .Jp = 0 in the region under consideration, the excess of the internal energy u per unit mass is given by
Here, cv is the specific heat at constant volume which, from Eqs. (5 ·1) and (5 · 2), is expressed in the form
where F' = dF / dcjJ. The first and second terms in Eq. (6 · 7) are the contributions from the electrons and the last term is from the ions. The contributions frqm the electrons and the ions are comparable at the helium shell-source. In the limits of nondegeneracy and of high degeneracy, Eq. (6 · 7) takes the forms Cv =~(for cfJ~-oo), ___l!_ (___-rt____ + _}1._1;;_) (for cfJ~ + oo).
From Eqs. (5 ·10), (5 ·18) and (6 · 6), the deviation of cg can be written as where the logarithmic term is also expressed in the form
(6·9) (6 ·10) Thus, the second term in Eq. (6 · 9) can be neglected as compared with the first term in the degenerate regions. In the above, the temperature in the core has been assumed to be uniform, i.e. the thermal conductivity is infinite throughout the core. This will not be the case, however, since the time scale of the heat conduction in the core is the order of cv~P 2 r 2 / 4acT 3 , *) (r being the radius of the core) and this is about 10 6 years which is comparable with the time scale of the helium flash in its initial phase. Then, the numerical integration of Eq. (6 ·11) has been made for the two limiting cases: (1) The core is a perfect conductor and (2) the core is a perfect insulator (in this case the first term in Eq. (6 ·12) is omitted). Further, the calculations have been made also for the two cases, ?J=1 and 0.1, corresponding to the hard and soft blanketing, respectively.
The results are illustrated in Fig. 12 , which shows that the onset stage of the helium flash is not sensitive either to the conductivity of the core nor to the blanketing factor. Thus, the critical mass and luminosity for the onset of the second helium flash are found to be
At this stage the quantities at the center and at the helium shell source are given by (6 ·14) The uncertainties in the above values in Eq. (6 ·13) are mainly due to the uncertainties in the distributions of ~Lr and T in the unperturbed solutions. Finally, it is to be noticed that the shell helium flash, which sets in at </he =6, is not so violent as the first helium flash, which sets in at the center where electrons are more highly degenerate (v'Jc=20). § 7. Evolution after the second helium flash
In the course of the shell heli urn flash, the onset of which has been studied in the previous section, the degeneracy of electrons in the helium shell-source is dissolved rapidly. The helium zone expands while the hydrogen envelope shrinks with a decrease in the stellar luminosity. We assume that there is no mixing of the chemical compositions in the star during the phase of this helium flash. In this case, after a relatively short period of thermal relaxation the star settles down to the_ stage of mild helium-burning, which is indicated by the point e in Fig. 5 . If the star is assumed to evolve through a series of equilibrium states during the phase of the helium flash, the helium shell-source moves along the dashed curve f2-m-e (corresponding to M 2 /Ml=0.82) in Fig. 5 . Along this curve, the temperature T2 first increases, then attains a maximum value, T 2 =2 x l0 8°K , at the point m and afterwards decreases gradually. Now, since the hydrogen shell-source becomes inactive again in stage e (the beginning of the phase of mild shell helium-burning), the structure in this stage can be calculated along the line of § 3. We have found that the luminosity and the temperature at the helium shell-source are log L/ L 0 = 3.54 and log T 2 = 8.23. After this stage the star repeats the same evolutionary sequence as studied in the previous sections. First, in the phase of shell helium-burning, M 2 as well as L increases and, after L attains a maximum value, helium-burning decays in a short period. This maximum luminosity has been estimated to be logL/L 0 =3.74 from the curve for M1=0.6lM 0 (the value of M1 at the onset of the flash) in Fig. 4 . This curve also shows that the decay of helium-burning and the ignition of shell hydrogen-burning take place at M2 After this flash the star may repeat again the same evolutionary sequence as mentioned above. However, when M 2 becomes greater than about 0.7 M 0 in the phase of shell helium-burning,. there arises a possibility that a carbon flash sets in at the center because of the heating of the core by the rapid compression of its outer regions (d. § 7D in HHS). On the other hand, for the carbon core of such large mass, the central density exceeds 10 6 g/ cm 3 and the relativistic effect has to be taken into account in the equation of state. Then, we shall not go further into the details of the carbon flash in this paper. 
Discussions a) Surf ace condition and outer convection zone
In the preceding calculations, we have used only the boundary conditions (2 · 3) and (2 · 4) at the hydrogen shell-source without referring to the detailed structure of the hydrogen envelope. The outer convection zone extends deep into the interior, since the star is a red supergiant throughout the stages investigated. Then, it is necessary to examine whether or not the outer convection zone reaches the hydrogen shell-source.
The surface condition of the star is given by Eq. (7D · 6) 1n HHS, namely,
where the coefficient has been chosen so as to coincide with the giant branches 
where T and {3 are the values at the point considered. Now, let the outer convection zone be extensive enough to reach the hydrogen shell-source. Then we can calculate the value of E using Eqs. (8 ·1), (8 · 2) and the values of Th {3 1 and L which are listed in Table III . It is found that, for example, the value of E is as large as 500 for stage 8 in Table III and this value is almost independent of the stellar mass. For the other stages we obtain the value of E which is also far greater than 45. This means that the outer convection zone is not so deep as to reach the hydrogen shell-source, contrary to the assumption.
As is seen from Eq. (8 · 2), for the outer convection zone to reach the hydrogen shell-source, the values of T1 and {31 must be sufficiently small. This situation is realized in massive red giants such as the stars of 15.6 M 0 and 4 M 0 studied in HHS.
b) Relativistic effect in the degenerate core
As the mass of the carbon core grows, the central density rises, and at the second flash it becomes about 10 6 g/cmS, for which the Fermi-energy of an electron is about 0.4 mc 2 and the relativistic effect on the equation of state is not negligible.
When the mass of the core is fixed, the inclusion of the relativistic effect make the core more centrally condensed. Accordingly, the envelope becomes more extensive and the luminosity becomes higher since the active shell-source remains as a node. In the stage immediately before the second flash, T 2 is roughly proportional to L 114 (cf. Eq. (5 · 8) ). Therefore, the critical mass for the onset of the, second flash becomes somewhat smaller by the inclusion of the relativistic effect because the flash takes place at a definite temperature T 2 •
The solutions of the partially-degenerate isothermal core in which the relativistic effect is included have been tabulated by Hayashi and Cameron (unpublished). With the use of this table it has been found that the critical mass for the second flash is smaller by about 0.02 M 0 than, the value in Eq.
(6·13).
c) The effect of energy loss by neutrinos
Now we consider the effect of energy loss by neutrino production on the evolution of a population II star, which arises from a direct electron-neutrino interaction which is assumed to occur with the universal Fermi coupling constant. In a degenerate core of the star where both the temperature and the density are high enough for the neutrino production to be effective, the plasmaneutrino process (the decay of a plasmon into a pair of neutrinos) of Adams, Ruderman and Woo 9 ) is important.
Using the energy loss rate Sv of this process which was tabulated by Inman and Ruderman/ 0 ) estimation have been made of the delay of the first and second helium flashes, as described in what follows. Table III ) instead of 0.61 M 0 in the case of no neutrino loss. It is to be noticed that these results have been obtained for the· case M 2 = 0.50 M 0 , in which the delay of the first helium flash has not been taken into account. Thus these results are to be understood as showing the order of magnitude of the change which is caused by the inclusion of the neutrino loss.
d) Shrinkage of the hydrogen envelope due to the finiteness of the stellar mass
It has so .far been assumed that the total mass of the ·star is sufficiently Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/ptp/article-abstract/34/6/885/1894310 by guest on 13 March 2019 larger than 0.7 M 0 . The total mass will not be constant throughout all the phases of the evolution. For instance, there is a possibility of rapid mass ejection from the stellar surface in the phases of the helium (and/ or carbon) flashes, and even in the equilibrium stages the steady mass loss may not be neglected for a red supergiant. Therefore, the masses of the luminous stars in globular clusters will in general be less than those of the upper main-sequence stars, which will be about one solar mass. The above view will also be supported by the observational data which indicate that the mean mass of white dwarfs i.s about 0.7 M 0 . Now, let us consider the evolution of a star of mass smaller than 0.7 M 0 . For this star, the mass of its hydrogen envelope becomes as small as four percent of the total mass at some stage of shell hydrogen-burning before the third helium flash. After this stage the temperature at the inner boundary of the envelope begins to decrease gradually, as has· been shown in § 6E of HHS for a star of 0.4 .Z\1 0 which is incapable of making the first helium flash. If the stellar mass is less than 0.5, 0.6 or 0.7 M 0 , the star does not experience the first, second or third helium fl~sh, respectively. Thus, with the gradual decay of shell hydrogen-burning, the envelope begins to shrink. The luminosity remains nearly constant until the inner layers of the envelope begin to be degenerate, while the stellar radius is reduced appreciably. Thus, as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 3 , in a relatively short period the (hydrogen-deficient) star ·mo~es ~cross the Hertzsprung gap into the regions where the nuclei of planetary nebulae and W olf-Rayet stars are observed. Afterwards the luminosity of the star decreases with the progress of degeneracy in the envelope and finally the star will become a .white dwarf. l• dp o=1-P -dt4 . 
the integration of which leads to the final results, i.e. Eqs. (4·4) and (4·5). Further, it is to be noticed that, even if the condition (A· 7) is not satisfied strictly, both the transformation formulae (A· 8) and (A· 9) hold with a good approximation when U2e/V2e (or the value of q -1 at the surpace) is sufficiently less than unity. This can be seen by solving approximately Eq. (A ·1), under the assumption that the deviation from Eq. (A· 7) is small (or U2e/V2e<1), and then by using Eqs. (2 ·12) and (2 ·13). Since the proof is rather lengthy, only the results will be given here. In the order of magnitude, both q -1 and o are less than U2e/V2e, and both 1-qj q' and c ·are less than ru2e/V2e when Z'<L Thus c in the right-hand side of Eq. (A· 4) can be neglected as compared with _ l
